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Abstract

We present a general analytical framework for the modeling and analysis of TCP variations. The framework is

quite comprehensive and allows the modeling of multiple variations of TCP, i.e. TCP-Vegas, TCP-SACK, and

TCP-Reno, under very general network situations. In particular, the framework allows us to propose the first

analytical model of TCP-Vegas under on-off traffic – all existing analytical models of TCP-Vegas assume bulk

transfer only. All TCP models are validated against event driven simulations (ns-2) and existing state-of-the-art

analytical models. Finally, the analysis provided by our framework leads to many interesting observations with

respect to both the behavior of bottleneck links that are shared by TCP sources and the effectiveness of the

design decisions in TCP-SACK and TCP-Vegas.
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1 Introduction

Much of today’s Internet traffic is carried using the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and consequently there

has been a significant amount of research toward modeling and understanding the impact that this protocol has

on file transmission times and network utilization. TCP has been and will continue to be an evolving protocol,

and as such, one important task of these models is to facilitate comparisons between the different flavors of TCP.

Because TCP has gone through incremental refinements, the protocol itself has grown increasingly complex,

which makes analytical modeling quite difficult. As a result, much of the evaluation of TCP variations has been

done using event driven simulators, such as ns-2, a network simulator developed at Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory [32]. More recently, research has moved toward analytical modeling of the performance of TCP.

This movement has been triggered by the limitations inherent in event driven simulations, which can be quite

time consuming for fast networks and force researchers to use a packet level granularity even when investigating

large, complex networks. Also, when designed carefully, analytical models help researchers understand the

effectiveness of new mechanisms being added to the protocol. As a result, many papers have been written

introducing new, analytical models of the performance of TCP. However, most of the analytical models focus on

TCP-Reno, the most widely deployed variant of TCP, and there has been little research on analytical models of

TCP-Vegas, a more recently proposed variant.

Analytical models of TCP-Vegas have been difficult to develop because of the dependence of TCP-Vegas

on the delay experienced by packets in the network. Specifically, TCP-Vegas uses observed delay to detect an

incipient stage of congestion and tries to adjust the sending rate before packets are lost. Thus, unlike TCP-

Reno, TCP-Vegas attempts to determine the correct sending rate without relying on packet losses. Prior studies

on measurement and simulation of the performance of TCP-Vegas suggest that in many situations it is able to

provide users higher throughput and lower loss rates than TCP-Reno. Hence, it is an important task to model

the performance of TCP-Vegas in order to understand how this protocol performs in a network shared with other

variants of TCP and how TCP-Vegas should be incrementally deployed.

The goal of this paper is to propose a unified framework for analytical modeling of TCP variations, including

TCP-Vegas, TCP-Reno, and TCP-SACK. Our framework allows modeling the behavior of TCP senders under

very general network settings: it allows mixtures of multiple senders, where each sender can use a different

flavor of TCP and carry out a different type of communication (such as HTTP connections or FTP connections).

It also allows the network to have a general topology, and hence each sender can observe a different round trip

time (RTT) and a different loss rate.

A wide variety of techniques have been applied to the problem of TCP modeling with a fair amount of

success. These techniques range over fluid models [31], Markov chains [20], and renewal theory [19]. However,

until the recent, seminal work of papers such as [9, 10, 13, 24] no modeling technique has been able to mimic

both the structure of a TCP source and the interaction a source has with the network. The framework proposed

by Casetti and Meo [9, 10] takes the novel approach of separating the modeling of network behavior from the

modeling of the behavior within a TCP source and then allowing the two to interact via feedback. The parameters

of the TCP source model and the network model are tuned by iterative analysis with feedback from each other.

The TCP source model is analyzed to obtain the aggregate network traffic, which is then used as an input to

the network model. Next, the network model is analyzed to obtain the loss rate and expected queueing delay,
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which are then used as the parameters in source model. The source model is analyzed again, and the procedure

is continued until a stable solution is obtained. Given accurate source and network models, the fixed point of

this iteration matches the operating point of the true network. Using this approach Casetti and Meo are able

to accurately model the performance of TCP-Reno connections in [10] and a simplified TCP-Tahoe protocol in

[9]. Garetto, Cigno, Meo and Marsan have since refined the TCP models in [9] and [10], and have considered

both persistent connections and transfers of files coming from arbitrary file-length distributions [14, 16, 15]. The

TCP models, however, are still limited to TCP-Tahoe and TCP-Reno.

In this paper, we generalize the framework of Casetti and Meo in order to improve their model of TCP-Reno,

as well as model TCP-Vegas and TCP-SACK connections. We extend their framework to include the exponential

backoff mechanism of TCP-Reno and the selective acknowledgment mechanism used in TCP-SACK. In addi-

tion, we present a model of the novel slow-start and congestion avoidance mechanisms in TCP-Vegas. Because

TCP-Vegas uses observed delay, as well as loss events, to adjust the congestion window size, while TCP-Reno

uses only loss events, the extension made in this work to the framework of Casetti and Meo is nontrivial. In order

to apply the framework, we need to make two major changes. First, analyzing the network model to determine

the loss rate and the mean queueing delay is no longer enough; the full distribution of queueing delay must be

obtained. Second, the Markov chain used to model a TCP-Reno source must be extended to use information

from the delay distribution.

In addition to modeling multiple variations of TCP, a second focus of this work is on validating possible

network models. In [10], a
�������������

queue is used to model networks with bottleneck topology; however there

is intuition that other, simple queueing models might provide better analysis of these networks. For instance,

an
�	��
��������

model takes into account the fact that packet sizes are likely to have a distribution with low

variability; and an
��������������

batch arrival model describes the fact that TCP traffic is likely to be quite bursty

due to synchronized loss events that are experienced by multiple users. In this work, we analyze the effectiveness

of these three possible queueing systems for use in modeling a network with a bottleneck topology.

Related work

Before delving into our model results, it is useful to understand where our model sits among previous research

in this area. We start by describing the prior work on the analytical modeling of TCP-Vegas and then move to

previous techniques for the analytical modeling of TCP-Reno. In particular, all of the prior work on TCP-Vegas

is limited to a single sender of bulk transfer and most of the prior work on both TCP-Vegas and TCP-Reno is

limited to the analysis of the throughput of a single sender as a function of the loss rate in the network.

The model of TCP-Vegas presented in this work overcomes two limitations of previous TCP models. First,

our model is the first model of TCP-Vegas sources sending on-off traffic; all previous work only allowed bulk

transfers [5, 6, 17, 21, 22, 25, 33]. Bulk transfer models are usually associated with FTP traffic, where a

user sends a large amount of data without ever closing the connection. On-off traffic provides a more general

model, one that actually includes bulk transfer as a special case (when the on periods are very long). On-off

traffic applies both to FTP connections, the case of bulk transfer, and HTTP traffic, which inherently is made

up of many short connections. Second, our model is the first model of TCP-Vegas that accurately predicts the

operating point of the network in terms of throughput and loss rate for on-off traffic. Most of the prior work gives
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the throughput only under loss-free operation [5, 6, 17, 21, 22, 25]. Samios and Vernon [33] recently proposed

the first analytical model to incorporate loss rate. Based on a renewal approach, they give a closed-form formula

for the throughput achieved by a bulk transfer of a single TCP-Vegas sender as a function of the loss rate and

the round trip time (RTT) of the network. However, since their derived closed form is dependent on knowledge

of the achieved loss rate, they are not able to predict the full operating point of the network.

We now briefly describe prior work on developing analytical models for TCP-Reno. Roy et al. [31] have

investigated a fluid model of individual simplified TCP-Reno connections and derived expressions for the con-

gestion window size and queue length evolution over time of the connection. Altman et al. [3] have investigated

a more detailed TCP fluid model under the assumptions of both independent and correlated losses. Another

style of approaches uses stochastic analysis of the TCP window size and renewal theory to again provide an

expression for the throughput of a single connection [2, 18, 19, 23, 28]. Yet another technique derives a Markov

chain for the evolution of the TCP congestion window size to calculate the throughput of a single connection

[20]. Unfortunately, though these approaches accurately predict performance metrics such as the throughput of

a single persistent TCP connection given the loss rate of a network, they are not applicable to more general set-

tings including mixtures of various TCP senders and general network topologies. Our work belongs to a line of

research that fills this gap by combining detailed models of TCP sources and queuing models of general network

topologies [4, 8, 9, 10, 22, 30].

Summary of results

In this paper, we propose the first analytical model of TCP-Vegas for on-off traffic. The framework of our

analysis allows for applicability in very general settings, and the analysis in this paper leads to interesting

observations about the behavior of bottleneck links and about the effectiveness of each mechanism within TCP.

We now summarize the contributions of this paper:

� We illustrate a general framework for modeling variations of TCP. We extend the framework of Casetti

and Meo [9, 10] to allow modeling of performance metrics such as the throughput, loss rate, and queueing

delay, of various TCP flavors including TCP-Reno, TCP-SACK, and TCP-Vegas, under very general

network environments: heterogeneous TCP sources with general on-off traffic connected to a network

with a general topology.

� We propose a novel analytical model for TCP-Vegas under on-off traffic, and the accuracy of the model

is validated against both ns-2 simulations and existing analytical models. Previous work on modeling

TCP-Vegas all focused on persistent connections (i.e. bulk transfers), and hence our model is the first

that allows the analysis of on-off traffic. We validate the model against ns-2 simulations and find that

the model is accurate in very general situations. We also compare our novel model of TCP-Vegas to the

current state-of-the-art model in the literature [33]. Since all the prior work on modeling TCP-Vegas is

limited to persistent connections, we show that our model is at least as accurate as the state-of-the-art in

networks with persistent connections while verifying the model against ns-2 for more general network

setups.
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� We extend the analytical model for TCP-Reno proposed in [10] to include the exponential backoff mech-

anism and a minimum timeout duration. In addition, we extend the framework to model the selective

acknowledgements used in TCP-SACK. The extensions to the model for TCP-Reno improve the accuracy

of the model significantly in high loss environments. Additionally, selective acknowledgements allow us

to model TCP-SACK, the accuracy of which is validated against ��� simulations.

� We extensively test the applicability of standard queueing models for approximating the performance of

a bottleneck link shared among TCP sources and find, surprisingly, that an
�������������

queue is a good

approximation. We test various queueing models, including
�����	�������

,
����
 �������

, and
� � ���	�������

,

and find that the loss rate predicted by an
�������������

queue is a good approximation of the simulated

bottleneck link shared among TCP sources under any traffic load. In addition, the queueing model allows

our complete model to predict the operating point of a TCP network within five percent accuracy. This

is surprising since the actual packet size distribution in the network has low variability and the arrival

process is not necessarily well approximated by a Poisson process in simulation. We provide intuition for

this surprising observation.

� We investigate the effectiveness of the new mechanisms introduced in TCP-SACK and TCP-Vegas and

conclude that the selective acknowledgment mechanism introduced in TCP-SACK is effective at avoiding

timeouts and that the modified slow-start mechanism introduced in TCP-Vegas does not help reduce packet

loss but does result in wasting more time in the slow-start phase. Our framework allows investigating

information such as the fraction of time that a TCP sender spends in each TCP state, which we find difficult

to obtain in event driven simulations such as ns-2. This information allows us to draw conclusions about

design decisions made in TCP-Vegas and TCP-SACK.

2 Methodology

In this section, we describe our framework of modeling the performance of TCP flavors. This framework was

first introduced by Casetti and Meo [9, 10]. We extend their framework so that the performance of TCP-Vegas

can be modeled. This extension also enables the modeling of more general network and sender behavior.

The framework consists of two components: the TCP sources and the network (see Figure 1). The structure

mimics the interaction among senders within the network. The throughput of each source is independently

analyzed via a Markov chain, while the loss rate and the probability distribution of the delay of the network

is analyzed separately using queueing models. In [9, 10], only the loss rate is analyzed, but we require the

delay distribution for modeling TCP-Vegas. Aspects such as network topology, queueing capacity, link capacity,

packet arrival pattern, queue management scheme (DropTail, RED, class-based RED, etc.), and the network

environment (fixed links or Wireless transmission) are taken into account within the queuing model.

Although the two components are analyzed separately, they interact with each other via feedback. The

parameters in the source models and the network model are tuned by iterative analysis with feedback from each

other. That is, the source models are analyzed to obtain an aggregate traffic, which is used as the arrival process

to the network model. The network model is analyzed to obtain the loss rate and delay probability distribution,

which are used as the parameters in source models. Notice that a TCP source adjusts its sending rate (its
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Figure 1: TCP analysis methodology

congestion window size) based on the observation of events such as packet loss and delay of acknowledgments

(ACKs). The source models are analyzed again, and the procedure is continued until a stable solution is obtained.

Given accurate source and network models, the fixed point of this iteration matches the operating point of the

true network. In our model, the stable solution is usually found within
���������

iterations. In the rest of this

section, we describe the source model and the network model in more detail.

Mimicking the structure of real-world network hosts, our model of an individual source is composed of

two levels: an application level and a transport level. The application level alternates between the busy state

and the idle state. While the application level is in busy state, the transport level moves among TCP level

states, changing the window size and the phase of transmission (such as slow-start phase, congestion avoidance

phase, fast-retransmit phase, and timeout phase). A rough picture of the interaction between the application and

transport level models of a source is shown in Figure 2. Note that many of the transitions and states are omitted

for clarity.

idle

busyidle

Figure 2: Model of a TCP source

At the application level a TCP source alternates between two states: busy (on) and idle (off). During a

busy period, a TCP source sends data over a TCP connection with the maximum rate allowed by the current
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window size (specified by the transport level). During an idle period, an application does not send any data.

This application model is designed to mimic the FTP model built into ns-2. By varying the length of the busy

periods, this serves as a general model that can represent both the short connections inherent in web traffic and

the long connections inherent in bulk transfer. Notice that the application level is independent of the TCP flavor

being modeled.

A few extensions to this application level model follow. Though the length of each busy and idle duration is

assumed to be exponentially distributed in [9, 10], we note that the length of the busy and idle duration can be

easily generalized to any phase-type (PH) distributions. This enables us to model the highly variable file lengths

observed in real world Internet traffic.1 Although these extensions provide interesting topics for future work,

the focus of the current article is on extending the TCP level and network level models; so we have chosen to

work with the simple application model described.

In the transport level model, the TCP source changes the window size and the phase of transmission, based

on the observation of loss events and the delay seen by ACKs during the previous stage. How a congestion

window size is adjusted depends on the flavor of TCP and is described in Section 3. Via a Markov chain

analysis, we obtain the limiting probability of the fraction of time that the TCP source spends at each state. We

then obtain the expected throughput of each sender, assuming that a TCP source keeps sending segments at a

speed determined by its congestion window size.

The network is analyzed separately via queueing models. Each bottleneck link in the network is modeled

as a queue with a finite buffer. The traffic from TCP sources that send packets through a bottleneck link is

aggregated and used as an arrival process for the bottleneck link. The aggregated throughput � is computed

as the sum of the throughput from all the TCP sources that send packets through the bottleneck link. That is,

��������	��
�� � , where � is the number of senders that send packets through the bottleneck link and � � is the

throughput of the  -th sender. The arrival process for the bottleneck link, being the aggregation of � independent

sources, is approximated as a Poisson process, and the aggregated throughput is used as the rate of the Poisson

process into the bottleneck link. The loss rate and the delay distribution at each bottleneck link is then calculated

using analysis of the queueing model. The loss rate and the probability distribution of the delay for each sender

is then given by aggregating over all the bottleneck links which the sender sends packets through. The details of

the specific network models used in this work follow in Section 4.

3 Source models

In this section, we describe in detail the transport level models of the source under three flavors of TCP: TCP-

Reno, TCP-SACK, and TCP-Vegas. We extend the model of TCP-Reno introduced in [10] to improve the

accuracy under high loss environments. In particular, we introduce the exponential backoff mechanism and the

minimum timeout duration. The model of TCP-SACK described in Section 3.2 is a straightforward extension

of our model for TCP-Reno. The model of TCP-Vegas described in detail in Section 3.2 is novel and shows

a nontrivial extension of the original model of TCP-Reno. In Section 3.5, we validate our model using ns-2

simulations.
1Feldmann and Whitt have proposed an algorithm for fitting heavy tailed distributions by PH distributions in [12].
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Before describing the details of the model of each flavor, we present the high level idea of the transport level

models. The behavior of the transport level is described by a continuous time Markov chain. The states keep

track of the congestion window size, as well as other information such as the slow-start threshold and whether

we need to recover from loss or not. The rate of transitions is determined by the loss rate and the RTT (the mean

and the standard deviation), provided by the network model. Namely, starting at a particular state, after one

RTT, we transition to a different state; the probability of transitioning to each state depends on the loss rate and

delay distribution. For some states such as timeout states and exponential backoff states, the duration of staying

at the state is not one RTT, and the details are given later in this section. Throughout this paper, we approximate

the RTT, or the duration of staying at each state, by an exponential distribution (by matching the mean), but this

approximation can be generalized to any PH distribution. By solving this Markov chain, we can determine the

limiting probabilities of the congestion window size, which determines the throughput of the sender.

3.1 Modeling TCP-Reno

We first describe the model of TCP-Reno. At the beginning of a busy state, the source starts in slow-start mode

and sends one packet. Each returning ACK triggers the injection of two new packets into the network. Hence,

the TCP window size is doubled once every RTT. This exponential window growth continues until the window

size, � , reaches the current slow start threshold; then TCP-Reno switches to congestion avoidance mode. In

congestion avoidance mode, each returning ACK increases the window size as ������� ��� � , which results

in the increase of the window size by one packet per RTT. This increase in window size continues until the

maximum window size ��� is reached, or until a packet loss is observed. If the congestion window size is

sufficiently large and not too many packets are lost, TCP-Reno will perform a fast retransmit/fast recovery

operation: it quickly resends the lost packets, halves the congestion window size, and continues with congestion

avoidance. If too many packets were lost, TCP-Reno will timeout and wait for 	 seconds before transmission

will start over with a window size of one packet and a slow-start threshold set to 
�� ���� , where � is the size

of the congestion window when the lost packet was sent. If the first packet after a timeout is lost, TCP will

double the length of the next timeout period. This doubling, usually called exponential backoff, continues up to

a maximum timeout length of ���	 . Upon exiting the exponential backoff states, the window size is set to one.

The timeout length is then also reset to 	 .

We now describe the TCP-Reno source model introduced in [10] with a few extensions that we propose.

Figure 3 shows the continuous time Markov chain for the TCP-Reno source model when ��� � � � . A state

represents an ordered triple ��������������� where � is the current window size, ��� is the current slow-start threshold,

and � is either
�

or � depending on whether this state corresponds to a state where we need to recover from any

loss (1) or not (0). States with thin borders correspond to states where no loss event has occurred ( � � � ). The

two short chains made up of states with thin borders correspond to slow-start states (for slow-start thresholds

of ! and � respectively), and the long chain of states with thin borders corresponds to the congestion avoidance

states. States with thick borders correspond to states where loss has occurred, but has not yet been recovered

from ( � � �
). The vertically aligned chain of states with thick borders correspond to the fast retransmit states; the

horizontally aligned chain of states with thick borders at the right bottom corner correspond to the exponential

backoff states; the rest of the states with thick borders correspond to timeout states. Note that although TCP
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Figure 3: Model of a TCP-Reno window model for � � � � � .

never uses a window size of zero, it is convenient to use this value to represent timeout states and exponential

backoff states since no packets are sent during these periods.

We have made a few extensions to the model for TCP-Reno described in [10]. The first extension is the addi-

tion of the exponential backoff mechanism in TCP. The second extension is the addition of the 	 ����� parameter

to the calculation of the timeout length. Both of these extensions have been motivated by simulations that incur

very high loss rates, and the improvements in the model that result from these extension is shown in Figure 6

(Section 3.5). Also, although the TCP models in this paper restart each busy period with the same initial window

size of one packet, the model is easily extendable to allow the connections to maintain both the window size and

slow-start threshold between busy periods to better reflect actual TCP behavior for traffic with short off-times.

In fact, this extension was performed in the case of TCP-Tahoe in [9].

We now define the transition intensities of the TCP-Reno Markov chain. The transition intensities are de-

termined by the loss rate,
�

, and the mean RTT, � , based on the TCP protocol specification. For states where

transitions can take place to many other states, the transition intensities are derived by weighting the probability

of the different events against the time needed for respective state transitions. For the transitions at the applica-

tion level, the transition intensity from the idle state to the state � � � 
 � � ���� ��� � is
���	��
 	 off � , where

��
 	 off � is

the mean duration of the off (idle) period, and for each active busy state (i.e., slow-start states and congestion

avoidance states), the transition intensity back to the idle state is
���	��
 	 on � , where

�
 	 on � is the mean duration of

the on (busy) period. For all active busy states ��� ��� ������� with ��� � � , the transition intensity from ���������������
to ��� � � ��� ������� is

��� � � ����� 
 , where we define
��� �  � to be the probability of losing  packets out of a win-

dow of � packets. Continuing with the loss free states ��� ��� � ��� � in slow-start and congestion avoidance to the
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loss states, we transition from a window of size � to fast retransmit/fast recovery � 
�� ���� � � � � � with intensity� �
fr/fr � � 
 , and to timeout � � � � � � � with intensity

� �
to � � 
 , where

� �
fr/fr is the probability of fast retransmit/fast

recovery and
� �

to is the probability of timeout. Finally, from the loss states ��� ��� ��� � � we have the transitions

from fast retransmit/fast recovery back to congestion avoidance ��� � � ��� � with intensity � � 
 , from exponential

back-off state � ( � ��� corresponds to single timeout) back to slow-start with intensity
� 
 � � � � ��� 	 � � 
 , and from

exponential back-off to the next exponential back-off state with intensity � ��� � 
 � � ��� � � � 	 � � 
 .
Finally, we describe how to obtain the three parameters: the probability of fast retransmit/fast recovery

� �
fr/fr,

the probability of timeout
� �

to , and the mean duration of timeout 	 . Using the study in [11],
� �

fr/fr and
� �

to can

be approximately quantified for different congestion window sizes � :

� R
to �

��� �� � �� �
	 ��� �  � if ��� � �
�
�
� �
 ��� �  � if ��� � � � �

��� � � � � � if � � �
and

� R
fr/fr �

��� �� � � � � � � ��� � � � if ��� � �� � � � � if ��� � � � �
� if � � ���

We assume that a particular connection’s loss events occur independently of each other; namely, we calculate

the probability of  losses out of a window of � packets as:

��� �  � ��� � �� � � � ��� � � � � � �
This assumption follows from the fact that we are modeling many connections at once; thus possible correlated

loss events in the aggregate stream are likely to be distributed across multiple sources. This leads to each

individual source seeing approximately independent loss events. Finally, the timeout length 	 , i.e. the time

TCP waits for an ACK to return before it concludes that it has been lost is modeled using the mean RTT, � , its

standard deviation, � , and 	 ����� , the minimum timeout specified by TCP (set to one second by default). The

timeout length is calculated as:

	�������� ��	 � ��� �! � �"� �!�
3.2 Modeling TCP-SACK

When multiple packets are lost within a window, selective acknowledgments used by TCP-SACK become valu-

able. As described in [11], TCP-SACK makes only one key change to the TCP-Reno protocol: TCP-SACK

allows ACKs to carry information about which packet they are acknowledging. The information about which

packet is dropped allows us to fast retransmit as long as one packet from the window gets transmitted to the

receiver and none of the retransmitted packets are lost. As described previously, TCP-Reno transitions to a time-

out even when only one or two packets are lost, if the window size is small. In any case where a larger number

of packets are lost, TCP-Reno will be forced to timeout and transit will be to the appropriate timeout state.

Therefore, the structure of the Markov chain for TCP-SACK remains the same as the Markov chain for

TCP-Reno, and only the transition intensities differ as follows. Whereas TCP-Reno transitioned into the fast

retransmit states only upon a loss of up to three packets in a given window, TCP-SACK will transition to fast

retransmit as long as three duplicate ACKs are received for the first lost packet and none of the retransmitted

packets are lost. Assuming independent packet losses, we calculate the timeout probability for TCP-SACK as

� S
to ��� � �

� � 	#
�	��


� � �  �%$ ��� � ��� � � �'& � �#
� � � �  � � �  ��� �(� � �
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and the probability for fast retransmit/fast recovery as

� S
fr/fr ��� � �

��� � S
to ��� �

� � � � � � � � � 	#
�	��


� � �  � � ��� � � � � ��� ���
Hence, the transition intensities for the TCP-SACK Markov chain are obtained by modifying the transitions to

fast retransmit/fast recovery to
���

fr/fr ��� ��� � 
 , and to timeout with intensity
���

to ��� ��� � 
 , for all ��� � .
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Figure 4: TCP-Vegas window size transition for � � � � � .

3.3 Modeling TCP-Vegas

The core features introduced by TCP-Vegas in [7] are modified congestion avoidance and slow-start mechanisms.

Both of the mechanisms use observed delay to detect an incipient stage of congestion and try to adjust the

congestion window size before packets are lost. Thus, TCP-Vegas attempts to determine the correct window

size without relying on packet losses. The fast retransmit/fast recovery and timeout mechanisms of TCP-Reno

are still in use in the case when packet loss cannot be avoided. In this subsection, we describe the two new

mechanisms of TCP-Vegas and show how these are incorporated into our TCP framework.

3.3.1 Novel TCP-Vegas mechanisms

In both the congestion avoidance mechanism and the modified slow start mechanism, TCP-Vegas calculates an

estimated number
���

of packets backlogged in the network:

��� � �  �  �  ��	��
� � � � ��	��
 � �  �  ��	��
 �
10



where � is the window size,  is the round trip time, and  �� � � is the smallest
� 	 	 seen over the connection.

Notice that  �  ��	��
 is the total queueing delay and � �  is the estimated throughput; thus the formula for
� �

gives the estimated number of packets backlogged in the network.

TCP-Vegas makes two major modifications to the congestion avoidance phase.2 First, TCP-Vegas tries to

keep the estimated number,
���

, of backlogged packets between two thresholds, � and � , where � ��� . If
� � ��� , TCP-Vegas concludes that there are too few packets at the bottleneck queue, and congestion window is

incremented by 1. If
����� � , there are too many packets at the bottleneck queue, and the congestion window

is decremented by 1. If � � ��� �	� , there are a moderate number of packets at the bottleneck queue, and the

congestion window size is not changed. Second, upon transition into fast retransmit, TCP-Vegas reduces the

window size by one quarter, while TCP-Reno reduces it by one half. Because TCP-Vegas adjusts the window

size at the incipient stages of congestion, it does not need to make a large window size reduction upon loss

events.

TCP-Vegas also adapts a new mechanism in the slow-start phase. Under TCP-Vegas, the congestion window

size is doubled only at every other RTT to observe the delay seen by packets at each window size. This delay

is then used to calculate
���

and decide whether to continue in slow-start or not. Specifically if
� �
���

, where� � �� ��� � �� is a standard choice, TCP-Vegas increases the congestion window by one packet, exits the slow-

start phase, and transitions to the congestion avoidance phase to avoid raising the window size too high during

the slow-start phase. Note that, in addition, a maximum slow start threshold is maintained in the same way as

under TCP-Reno.

3.3.2 TCP-Vegas Markov chain

A Markov chain for TCP-Vegas is shown in Figure 4. This chain represents a large extension to the work in

[10] since, in addition to the loss characteristics of the network, the transitions in this chain also depend on the

distribution of delay experienced in the network. Notice the four major changes from the Markov chain for

TCP-Reno. First, states corresponding to the halved transition intensity during slow-start are added. Second, the

possibility for TCP-Vegas to exit slow start early if the queried network delay is too high are added. Third, the

congestion window sizes at fast retransmit/fast recovery are modified from 
�� ���� to 
��� � � � . Fourth, during

congestion avoidance, transitions allowing the window size to decrease and stay the same are added.

We approximate  �� � � by the propagation delay

��

and  by

�� � 
�� , where


��
is the queueing delay

provided by the network model. Notice that the necessary probabilities such as
� � � � ��� � and

� � � � ��� � are

easily calculated given the delay distribution,
� � 
�� ��� � , provided by the network model, since

��� ��� �
�� � �

�� � 
�� � 
�� � � 
 �


�� � 
�� �
The transition intensities for the TCP-Vegas Markov chain are modified in many ways compared to the

TCP-Reno chain. However, since TCP-Vegas recovers from losses in the same way as TCP-Reno, the tran-

sition intensities from the slow-start and congestion avoidance states to the fast retransmit/fast recovery and
2TCP-Vegas is sometimes defined to use a large initial window size of two packets, instead of the standard one packet. We leave

the initial window size as one in order to maintain comparability to the models of TCP-SACK and TCP-Reno described in the previous

sections. However, modeling this increased initial window size is a trivial extension to the model described.
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timeout remains the same as in the TCP-Reno Markov chain. We first focus on the slow-start phase. While

the window size is smaller than the slow-start threshold, TCP-Vegas transitions to an intermediate state with

intensity
� � ��� � � � � � � � ��� � 
 , from which it transitions to the state with double window size with intensity� � � � � � � ��� � � ��� � 
 . When the window size is greater than 
�� � � , TCP-Vegas transitions to an intermediate

state with intensity
� � ����� � � � � � � ��� � 
 , from which it transitions to the congestion avoidance phase (win-

dow size � � � ) with intensity
� � ��� � � � ��� � � ����� 
 . During congestion avoidance, for congestion window

sizes
� � � � ��� , the delay based congestion avoidance mechanism leads to window increase with intensity� � � � � � � ��� � � ����� 
 , to window decrease with intensity

� � ��� � � � ��� � � ��� � 
 and remains in the current

state with intensity
� �� � ��� ��� � � � � � ����� 
 . We have two special cases, � � � � and � � �

. For the max-

imum window size � � � � , TCP-Vegas remains in the current state with intensity
� � � � � � � � � � � � ��� � 


and decreases the window size with intensity
� � � � � � � � � � � � ��� � 
 . For the minimum window size � � �

,

TCP-Vegas remains in the current state with intensity
� � � � � � � � 
 � � ��� � 
 and increases the window size with

intensity
� � ��� ��� � � 
 � � ��� � 
 .

3.4 Analysis of source models

The goal of a source model is to calculate the throughput given the loss rate and delay distribution, and using

the Markov chain described in this section this can be achieved as follows. The stationary distribution,
�� ,

corresponding to the proportion of time spent in each state of the Markov chain, is found by solving the equation���� �
�
� , a system of linear equations that can be solved using standard Gaussian elimination, where � is the

generator matrix of the Markov chain [26].3 Using
�� , the intensity � of the throughput is calculated as:

� �
#

�	� all active states

� �  � �� �  ���

where � �  � is the window size of state  , and all active states consist of all slow-start states and congestion

avoidance states.

The size of the state space directly affects the computational complexity of solving the Markov chain. In the

Markov chains for TCP-Reno and TCP-SACK, the number of states,
�

Reno ��� � � and
�

Sack ��� � � , including

the idle state, are:

�
Reno ��� � � � � Sack ��� � � � � � � 
 � �� � �

�

��
	����  � ��� � 
	����  � ��� � � � ��� �

and the number of states,
�

Vegas ��� � � , in the Markov chain for TCP-Vegas is:

�
Vegas ��� � � � � � � � 
 � �� � � 
	����  � ��� � 
	����  � ��� � � � � � �

In particular, when � � � � � , � Reno � � � � � � ! and
�

Vegas � � � � � ��� , and when � � � � � , � � � � � ,
�

Reno � � � � ���� and
�

Vegas � � � � � � � . These state spaces are small enough and allow us to evaluate the Markov

chain iteratively in our framework.
3It should be noted that this procedure is more complex when the loss rate is very low. When the loss rate is very low, some of

the transition intensities (such as transition to the timeout) become 0 due to numerical precision. These states must be identified and

removed before solving the Markov chain. This is accomplished by finding the largest strongly connected component of the chain that

is connected to the idle state, and then reducing the Markov state space to include only states in this component.
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3.5 Validation of source models

The separation between the network and the source provided by this framework allows an independent validation

of our source models. This is accomplished by comparing with ns-2 results in the following manner. First, an ns-

2 simulation is run to calculate the loss rate and throughput under a particular network setting. Then, using the

loss rate calculated by ns-2 as an input to our source model, our source model provides an estimated throughput,

which we can verify with ��� independently of the details of the network model. Note that in the validation of

our source models no iteration is necessary.

In this manner, we validate the TCP-Reno and TCP-SACK models (TCP-Vegas requires the delay distri-

bution) and observe that they give very accurate predictions when the loss rate of the network is known. Due

to constrained space, we do not include these plots in this report; they are superseded by the validation of the

complete model in Section 5.2, where we show that our model is capable of accurately predicting the operating

point of the network in terms of throughput and loss rate.

4 Network Models

In this section, we present three network models,
����
��������

,
�����	�������

, and
� � �����������

batch arrival

model, and discuss their relative merits. We focus on a single bottleneck network with a DropTail queue. In

analytical modeling, it is quite common to model the network with a bottleneck topology. This allows the

performance of the network to be reduced to the performance seen at a single bottleneck link, where simple

queueing models are appropriate. However, since it is not clear which queueing model is suitable for a bottleneck

link, we compare three different possibilities.

Modeling the bottleneck link with an
����
��������

queue is intuitive due to the low variability of packet sizes.

However, an
����
 �������

queue is likely to predict a lower loss rate and higher throughput than is seen in the

true network. This results from the fact that in real world routers the packet sizes are more variable than a

deterministic distribution since packet sizes are not always fixed to the maximum segment size; and interarrival

times are more variable than an exponential distribution since the arrival process generated by TCP sources is

likely to include batch arrivals. For example, in the slow start phase, a TCP source sends two packets upon

receiving an ACK.

We observe that the
�������������

queue has similar performance to the
����
 �������

. Thus, due to the de-

creased computational complexity of the model, it provides an alternative to the
�	��
��������

. In fact, recent

work looking at delays seen at a backbone router finds that the
�	�����������

captures the trend of the relationship

between queueing delay and link utilization [29], although it does underestimate the delay seen on the link. In

addition, Casetti and Meo use an
�����	�������

queue as their network model in the case of TCP-Reno [10].

We also consider the
� � �����������

queue as an alternative to the
�	��
��������

and
�����	�������

queues since

batch arrivals can be expected in TCP traffic. At least two aspects of TCP traffic cause batch arrivals: synchro-

nization among sources and the slow-start mechanism. Long lived flows in a homogeneous environment can

become synchronized when severe congestion at a router results in the loss of many packets and causes the TCP

sources to timeout at the same time. In this situation, after 	 seconds, the sources will all start sending packets

at the same time. Short lived flows on the other hand, with few packets to send, will spend most of their time
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in slow-start. The slow start mechanism results in batch arrivals in the following way. First, notice that TCP

only sends new packets in response to returning ACKs. Thus, during the slow-start phase, each returning ACK

triggers the injection of two new packets. Therefore, we can expect batch arrivals of size 2 in short lived flows

and batch arrivals of possibly larger sizes in long lived flows. We chose batch sizes of 2 and 10 in our analysis.

We include formulas for the mean queueing delay, the loss rate, and the delay distribution under each of

these queueing models in Appendix A.

4.1 Validation of network models

The network models can be validated independently of the source models in a similar way to the validation of

the source models in Section 3.5. This is accomplished by comparing with ns-2 results in the following manner.

First, an ns-2 simulation is run to calculate the loss rate and throughput under a particular setting. Then, using the

throughput calculated by ns-2 as an input to our network model, we can verify the performance of the network

model independently of the details of the source model. The analysis shows that the model that best predicts the

loss rate depends on the throughput, or the network settings; we observe that either
�	�����������

,
�	��
��������

, or
�  ���	�������

best predicts the loss rate depending on the throughput.

The observation that different queueing models best predict the loss rate under different network settings is

best explained by a simulation study in [27], which investigates the applicability of various queueing models

both for heterogeneous and homogeneous TCP-NewReno sources under similar settings to this paper. It is

shown that under high loss (
� ��� ) environments, any of these queueing models predict the loss rate equally

well. However, under low loss ( � ��� ) environments, the best queueing model depends on the type of transfers

by TCP sources, i.e. persistent or transient. It is shown that
�	��
��������

queues best predict the loss rate for

transient sources. However, it is also shown that for sources with a slightly longer on and off periods,
�������������

queues best predict the loss rate, and for (homogeneous) persistent sources,
� � ���	�������

queues best predict

the loss rate. An intuition behind this observation is that the packet size distribution is best approximated by

a deterministic distribution, and the arrival process is well approximated by Poisson process under transient

connections. However, under persistent connections, the arrival process is better approximated by batch Poisson

process due to the traffic burstiness stemming from the TCP slow-start and source synchronization effect.

5 Full model validation

In this section, we validate our analytical model by comparing the results of our model with packet-level sim-

ulations performed in ns-2. Since one of the goals of our modeling is robustness under very general network

settings, we validate the model under varying traffic characteristics and over a wide range of network delays. We

consider both scenarios where the main part of the RTT consists of the propagation delay and scenarios where

the bulk of the RTT consists of queueing delay.

5.1 Validation setup

We validate our model using a network with a bottleneck topology, where the bottleneck link is fed by
�

independent ON-OFF sources. The sources are connected to the bottleneck link via separate access links. A
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Validation against ns-2 simulation: TCP-Reno
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Figure 5: Comparison of ns-2 and Markov model for TCP-RENO with respect to offered traffic (row 1) and loss

rate (row 2) when TCP sources with transient traffic (On/Off = � ��� � � ) share �� Mbps core network. (a)
� � �

TCP sources; (b) �� � TCP sources; (c) �� � TCP sources.

range of propagation delays, capacities, and buffer sizes are tested for the bottleneck link. Each source uses

exponential duration both for the on state (mean 	 on), and the off state (mean 	 off). For each on period, the

sources start with an initial window size of
�

packet, a slow-start threshold of ��� �� , and perform an FTP

transfer for the duration of the on period.

Details of parameter settings follow. The propagation delay is varied between � � � � and � � �� seconds, the

bottleneck capacity � is varied between
� � Mbps and �� Mbps, and the buffer size

�
is varied between �� and

� � � packets. These parameter settings include a wide range of scenarios. In particular, when the bottleneck

capacity is
� � Mbps and the buffer size is

� � � , varying propagation delay between � � � � and � � �� seconds results

in varying the maximum queueing delay between ! � and � � � of the total round trip time. The sources

are connected to the bottleneck link using separate
� � � Mb access links, and the number of sources is varied

between �� and �� � . We examine a range of traffic characteristics including transient sources (sources with

rapid alternation between on and off states: 	 on
� 	 off periods of

� � � � � � � and � ��� � � seconds), semi-persistent

sources ( 	 on
� 	 off periods of �� � � seconds), and persistent sources ( 	 on

� 	 off periods of
� � � ���

seconds). The

TCP protocol at each source fixes the segment size to 536 bytes and the maximum window size to � � � � �
packets. All ns-2 simulations in this paper are run for �� � simulated seconds. Tracing events at the bottleneck

link is started after
� � seconds and the trace file is postprocessed to calculate offered traffic and packet loss.
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5.2 Validation results

We now proceed to the validation of our models: we start with the validation of the queueing models and

continue with the TCP-Reno, TCP-SACK, and TCP-Vegas models. While all TCP flavors have been validated

for all simulation scenarios, we show here a limited number of graphs. We will evaluate all queueing models in

the TCP-Reno validation in Section 5.2.1. From these evaluations, we conclude that the
�������������

model is

adequate for our modeling purposes and continue the validation of the TCP-SACK model in Section 5.2.2 and

the TCP-Vegas model in Section 5.2.3 using the
�����	�������

.

Improvement of the model due to exponential backoff and � �����
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Figure 6: The effect of adding exponential backoff and the 	 ����� parameter is analyzed. Comparison of Markov

models for TCP-Reno with respect to (a) offered traffic and (b) loss rate.
� � � TCP sources with transient traffic

(On/Off = � ��� � � ) share
� � Mbps core network.

5.2.1 TCP-Reno validation

Figure 5 validates the TCP-Reno model against ns-2 simulations with respect to the offered throughput and loss

rate under different network models. Column (a) shows the results under a small number of TCP sources: a

�� Mbps bottleneck link with buffer size 100 shared by
� � � transient TCP-Reno sources. Column (b) shows the

results under an intermediate number of TCP sources: a �� Mbps bottleneck link with buffer size 100 shared

by �� � transient TCP-Reno sources. Column (c) shows the results under a large number of TCP sources: a

�� Mbps bottleneck link with buffer size 100 shared by �� � transient TCP-Reno sources. There are three dashed

lines and four solid lines in the graphs. The middle dashed line, corresponding to ns-2-results, is complemented

with an upper and lower dashed line, showing a � � percent interval around the simulated values. The solid

lines correspond to the
�	�����������

,
����
 �������

,
�  �����������

and
� 
�� �����������

model respectively, where all

but
� 
�� �����������

perform adequately, compared with ns-2. In particular, the
�	�����������

model gives accurate

estimations within the 5 percent interval under most of the settings. Hence, in the rest of the paper, we adopt the
�����	�������

queue as the network model.

An intuition behind this surprising observation that the
�	�����������

queue accurately predicts the loss rate

is that the packet size variability is overestimated in
�����	�������

, since the packet sizes are likely to have low

variability, and the variability of the interarrival time is underestimated in
�������������

, since the arrival process

created by TCP sources is likely to involve batch arrivals due to slow start mechanism and synchronization. Since
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a higher variability of both packet sizes and interarrival times usually results in a higher loss rate, overestimation

of packet size variability and underestimation of interarrival time variability cancel out, resulting in accurate

prediction of the loss rate.

Figure 6 shows the improvement of the model due to the addition of the exponential backoff states and

the 	 � � � parameter, which illustrates the effect of the extension made over the model of TCP-Reno presented

in [10]. The addition of multiple backoff states and the minimum timeout significantly improve the model

performance in high loss scenarios. The figures show that both throughput and loss rate would be severely

overestimated without the exponential backoff states and the 	 � � � parameter under high loss scenarios, but the

model with these extensions accurately predicts both the throughput and the loss rate under any scenarios.

Validation against ns-2 simulation: TCP-SACK
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Figure 7: Comparison of ns-2 and Markov model for TCP-SACK with respect to offered traffic (row 1) and loss

rate (row 2) when TCP sources with transient traffic (On/Off = � ��� � � ) share �� Mbps core network. (a)
� � �

TCP sources; (b) �� � TCP sources; (c) �� � TCP sources.

5.2.2 TCP-SACK validation

Figure 7 validates the TCP-SACK model against ns-2 simulation. Column (a) shows the results under a small

number of TCP sources: a �� Mbps bottleneck link with buffer size 100 shared by
� � � transient TCP-SACK

sources. Column (b) shows the results under an intermediate number of sources: a �� Mbps bottleneck link

with buffer size 100 shared by �� � transient TCP-SACK sources. Column (c) shows the results under a large

number of sources: a �� Mbps bottleneck link with buffer size 100 shared by �� � transient TCP-SACK sources.

The model estimation of throughput and loss rate is within the � � percent interval for most of the settings. It is

also important to point out that the difference between the TCP-SACK and TCP-Reno model, stemming from
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TCP-SACK’s improved loss recovery, is small but noticeable, both in simulations and in the model results.

Validation against ns-2 simulation: TCP-Vegas — Transient sources: On/Off = ���������
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Figure 8: Comparison of ns-2 and Markov model for TCP-Vegas with respect to offered traffic (row 1) and loss

rate (row 2) when TCP sources with transient traffic (On/Off = � ��� � � ) share �� Mbps core network. (a)
� � �

TCP sources; (b) �� � TCP sources; (c) �� � TCP sources.

5.2.3 TCP-Vegas validation

Now we validate the TCP-Vegas model and compare it to an existing analytical model. Following the recom-

mendations in [33], the TCP-Vegas parameters are configured to � � � � � � � which improves fairness.4

Figures 8 and 9 validate the TCP-Vegas model against ns-2 simulation. Figure 8 shows the results under

transient sources ( 	 on � � and 	 off � � � � ), and Figure 8 shows the results under semi-persistent sources

( 	 on � �� and 	 off � � ). In both figures, column (a) shows the results under a small number of sources,

column (b) shows the results under an intermediate number of sources, and column (c) shows the results under

a large number of sources. The figures suggest that the model predictions are within a few percent of the values

predicted by ns-2 simulation for most of the settings. Note that the accuracy of this model TCP-Vegas is even

better than the accuracy achieved earlier by the TCP-Reno and TCP-SACK models.5

Now, we compare the performance of our TCP-Vegas model to the performance of the model proposed

by Samios and Vernon [33]. Although the Samios and Vernon model is the most general among all the prior

analytical TCP-Vegas models, their work is still restricted to the situation of a single source performing a bulk
4Fairness here refers to maintaining similar throughput across connections with varying propagation delays.
5The accuracy of the model might be due the TCP-Vegas protocol causing a different queueing distribution at the bottleneck link that

is more compatible with the �	�
�	������ queueing model.
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Validation against ns-2 simulation: TCP-Vegas — Semi-persistent sources: On/Off = ��� ���
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Figure 9: Comparison of ns-2 and Markov model for TCP-Vegas with respect to offered traffic (row 1) and loss

rate (row 2) when TCP sources with semi-persistent traffic (On/Off = �� � � ) share �� Mbps core network. (a)
� � � TCP sources; (b) �� � TCP sources; (c) �� � TCP sources.

transfer in a network having a known loss rate. The model we present applies in much more general situations.

Our model allows transient connections, semi-persistent connections, and bulk transfers as well as modeling the

performance of an arbitrary number of TCP-Vegas sources. Further, our model is able to predict the operating

point of the network, instead of depending on an input of the achieved network loss rate. Thus, we can compare

our model to existing models, although not across the full generality of our model.

This comparison is achieved in the following manner. We first select a network topology: in Figure 10 we fix

the bottleneck capacity to
� � Mbps, the buffer size to

� � � , and the propagation delay to � � � � seconds. We then

use ns-2 and let
�

sources perform persistent transfers and record the observed loss rate together with offered

traffic divided by the number of sources as an estimate of the offered throughput per source. The recorded

loss rate and average queueing delay are used to fix the parameters of our network model, which is then input

to our source model to obtain the throughput. Finally the throughput observed in the ns-2 simulation and the

throughput predicted by our model are compared.

Figure 10 shows the result of the comparison to the Samios and Vernon model. With respect to accuracy, our

model shows significant improvement over the Samios and Vernon model under high loss environments. With

respect to computational complexity, the closed form solution of the Samios and Vernon model is superior to

ours; however, notice that when the loss rate is given as an input, obtaining the throughput by our model does

not require any iteration. All that is needed is to solve a small ( � � � � states) source model Markov chain only

once. Further, the extra computational complexity in our model allows it to be applicable in much more general
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Validation: TCP-Vegas — Persistent sources
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Figure 10: Comparison of ns-2, Markov model, and Samios/Vernon model with a
� � Mbps core network, persis-

tent connections and a propagation delay of � � � � seconds.

network situations.

6 Comparison of TCP versions

Apart from accurate prediction of the performance of various TCP flavors, an advantage of our framework is

that it allows us to investigate such information as the fraction of time TCP spends in each state: slow-start,

congestion avoidance, backoff, fast retransmit, and timeout. Since the states in our model correspond exactly

to the states of TCP, we can draw conclusions about the effectiveness of the new mechanisms introduced in

TCP-SACK and TCP-Vegas, using the fraction of time spent in each state.

Figure 11 shows the fraction of time spent in fast retransmit, timeout, and slow-start states under each flavor

of TCP with a bottleneck link having a 10 Mbps capacity and a buffer size of 100 packets shared by 500 sources.

There are two conclusions that can be drawn from these plots. First, the selective acknowledgment mechanism

in TCP-SACK is effective. Comparing the performance of TCP-SACK and TCP-Reno, we can observe that

selective acknowledgements help avoid timeouts by increasing the time spent in fast retransmit states over all

propagation delays (Figure 11 (a)). Second, the modified slow start mechanism in TCP-Vegas does not help

avoid future losses or time spent in timeout states, but just results in wasting more time in the slow start phase.

Comparing the performance of TCP-Vegas and TCP-Reno, we can observe that the time TCP-Vegas spends in

slow start states is significantly greater than the time TCP-Reno spends in slow start states (Figure 11 (b)), and

that the time TCP-Vegas spends in timeout states is almost the same as the time TCP-Reno spends in timeout

states (Figure 11 (c)).

7 Conclusion

This work introduces a major extension of the analytical framework of modeling and analysis of TCP-Reno pro-

posed by Casetti and Meo [10]. The extended framework allows analysis of many TCP flavors under very general

network environments. In particular, we introduce models for TCP-Vegas and TCP-SACK while extending the
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(b) slow-start states
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Figure 11: Comparison of time spent (a) in fast retransmit states, (b) in slow-start states, and (c) in timeout

states for TCP-Reno, TCP-SACK and TCP-Vegas.

model previously proposed for TCP-Reno. Analytical models of TCP-Vegas have previously been limited to

bulk transfer and our framework allows the first analytical modeling of TCP-Vegas under on-off traffic. Our

work also improves of the accuracy of modeling TCP-Reno in this framework by adding an exponential backoff

mechanism and a minimum timeout value to the model. Further, we model the selective acknowledgment mech-

anism used by TCP-SACK. Our successful extension of the framework to TCP-Vegas and TCP-SACK shows

the ease with which this framework can be extended to many versions of TCP and shows the applicability of this

style of modeling to research introducing novel TCP mechanisms.

The analysis with our framework leads to many interesting observations including some counter intuitive

ones. In particular, by examining many common queueing models, we find that an
�����	�������

queue is a good

model of a bottleneck link shared among TCP sources, and that the modified slow start mechanism introduced

in TCP-Vegas does not help reduce packet loss but just results in wasting more time in the slow start phase.

Finally, notice that even the generalized framework presented in this paper can be further extended. The

network environment assumed in this paper is limited to a bottleneck link shared among homogeneous TCP

sources, this can be generalized to an arbitrary network topology connected by heterogeneous TCP sources

(different TCP flavors, propagation delays, etc.). Also, the distribution of sizes such as the duration of the on-off

period and RTT is assumed to be exponentially distributed, but this can be generalized to an arbitrary distribution

using phase-type distributions as approximations. Furthermore, the arrival process to the network is assumed to

be Poisson, but this can be extended to a Markovian Arrival Processes (MAPs).
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A Analysis of network models

In this section, we show well known formula’s for the performance of the three queueing models we apply. We

define � to be the aggregated arrival rate from the TCP sources,
�

to be the buffer size of the bottleneck link,

and � to be the bottleneck link speed. We also define the load �
�����
� � � � .

� ��� �
	����
From the analysis in [1], the loss rate � ����� 
 �� of an

����
 �������
queue is given by:

� ����� 
 �� �
� � ��� � � � ��� ��� �
� ��� ��� ��� � �

where

��� ��� � �
� � #� � � ����� � � � � 
 � � � � � � � � �"! � � � � � ��$# �%!�� � �

and the delay distribution
�'& � 
 � �)(�� is given by:

��& � 
�� �)(�� �
�	��
 � * �"+, � � 
�-/. � � 
 �# � � � � �

� ��� � � � �
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where

� � �
�

� � � ��� ��� � �

� 
 � �  ��� � � �
� � � � � ��� � �

� � � � � � 
 ��� � � � � ��� �
� � � ��� ��� � � �"! �

� � � � � � ��� � ���
� � �

� � ��� � � � ��� ��� �
� � � ��� ��� � �

Notice that � � ’s are quite complicated and, in fact, it is quite difficult to evaluate the loss rate by maintaining

the necessary numerical precision when the buffer size is large. The formula for the delay distribution has a

similar problem. We use Maple, which can specify an arbitrary precision, to evaluate the loss rate and delay

distribution.

� �,� �
	����
The performance of an

�	�����������
is well known and the loss rate � ����� 
 �� , the expected delay��
 
�� � �� �� 
 �� , and the delay distribution

�'& � 
 � � (�� �� �� 
 �� are given by:

� ����� 
 �� � � � � ��� � �
� � � � � 
 �

�
 
 � � ����� 
 �� � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 


� ��� � � � ��� � � � �

�'& � 
�� �)(�� ����� 
 �� � ��� � � + �
� � � �

� � 
#
�	� �
� � (�� �
 # �

� � � � + �
��� � �

� � 
#
�	� �
� � (�� �
 # �

��� �,� �
	 ���
The loss rate � ���/��� 
 of an

� � �����������
is:

� ���/��� 
 �
�#

� ��

! & � � � � � ��

where the � � ’s are solved iteratively using the balance equations:

� � � � � � 

� � � � � � � � � � � � 
 � � � � &

� � � � � � � � � � � � 
 � � � � � � � & � � � ��� �
� � � �

� � 
#
� � � � �

� � �
� � � � � � 
 ��������� � ���

Using the Little’s formula, the expected delay can be computed from the � � ’s. In Section 5, we conclude that the
� � �����������

queue is not as appropriate for our purposes, and we do not apply this model to TCP-Vegas. As a

result, we do not include a formula for the delay distribution under this network model.
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